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Scope and Content Note:
The Reba Carter Graduation Scrapbook, 1921-1924, consists of a collection of photographs, handwritten notes and letters, invitations, newspaper clippings, greetings and postcards addressed to Reba Carter, and an autograph section. The collection details graduation and the time period immediately after. The photographs show the nurses working together and during free time. Handwritten pages in the scrapbook document characteristics of the graduating class, including its flower, color, motto, and song. There is a section detailing the class prophecy. Other notes are from family and friends giving congratulations on the graduation. There are many Christmas greetings to Reba Carter. Newspaper clippings, 1924, are of public announcements of the graduation, and included is an invitation to Commencement Exercises and one to a reception and dance for the graduating class. There is an autograph section in which friends and family members have left personal notes. A poem by Rudyard Kipling is included and there are various postcards and letters addressed to Reba Carter. There is a notice detailing her last day of training, 1924. A vacation notice is addressed to her, and there is a note from her requesting leave, 1922.
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